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Undergraduate graduation requirement:
• Two global learning (GL) courses
• Integrated co-curricular activities
Global learning is the process of diverse people collaboratively analyzing and addressing complex problems that transcend borders.
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Podcast

• 11 interviews
• Show notes
• Transcripts
• Discussion guides

Available via RSS feed, iTunes, Spotify, Stitcher
Episode 1: Melissa Baralt on Second Language Instruction, Global Learning, and Global Citizenship
Episode 2: Sandy Skelaney on Leading Students from Awareness to Empathy, Engagement, and Changemaking
Episode 3: Micah Oelze on Making History Relevant through Global Learning and Hashtag Pedagogies
Episode 4: Alok Deoraj on Introducing Students to Global Public Health
Episode 8: Kate Houghton on the Power of Global Learning Professional Development
Episode 9: Dennis Wiedman on Raising and Connecting Global Indigenous Voices
Episode 10: John Buschman on Developing Global Citizens for the Hospitality Industry and Beyond
Episode 5: Heather Blatt on Gaining a Global Perspective through Medieval Monster Literature
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